
Carbon Fiber Slider Instruction

 Connecting The Carbon Fiber Tube



 Install The Motor Module

 Install The Base



 Install The Holder of Each End.



 Install The Belt

 Install The Stretching Thread of The Belt.



 Connecting The Controller

 Connecting The Power



 Install Your Ball Head and Camera.

Start & Ending Positi
on Setup

Setup the start and  end 
position  with the 
controller’s knob.

 Back to Start P
ointion



 Video Shooting

Before/after your shooting, You can send the base back to start 
point just by clicking the back to start point menu.

Setup the time duration from the start 
point to the end point. When the time 
cannot be less, which means it has 
reached its maximum speed. 

 Time Lapse

     Camera controlled by the 
slider  

Shutter 
speed, 
interval, 
and total 
photos

 Connect the shutter cable with the controller’s OUT port.

 Controller interval > Controller shutter speed > Camera shutter speed.

 Interval time = Camera shutter speed + slider moving time + slider stop 

time. 

 Controller’s shutter speed should slower than the camera speed, in this way, the 
motor will start move after the camera take the photo to avoid any shaking 
caused to camera. 

 Total Number is the total shots from the start position to the end position.

  Slider  controlled by the camera Mode  



1. Connect the hot-shoe cable to the controller’s IN port.

2. This Mode do not need setup shutter speed, interval. Only setup the total 
shots is ok.

3. Use your camera’s built-in timelapse App or external intervalometer to 
control the movement. The slider will make a move after each picture.

4. Click here to check our Move Shoot Move Pan head, this can work together 
with this slider to form multi-axis motion control system.

https://www.moveshootmove.com/products/motorized-time-lapse-motion-control-head-ysf-move-shoot-move-mode-pan-tilt-motion-control-system-plug-and-play-for-panorama-photography-with-built-in-battery
https://www.moveshootmove.com/products/motorized-time-lapse-motion-control-head-ysf-move-shoot-move-mode-pan-tilt-motion-control-system-plug-and-play-for-panorama-photography-with-built-in-battery

